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Days after his murder, Chip grabbed his fiancÃ© while she laid sleeping. "I&apos;m not gone,

I&apos;m right here," he told her. "You can&apos;t see me, but I am here. I&apos;ll never leave

you. I promise."Â When Lyn Ragan started hearing from her deceased lover, she thought she was

losing her mind. Not only had the love of her life been ripped away, she was seeing dead people.

Guiding his sweetheart through a twisting plot into the wonder of life beyond death, Chip teaches

Lyn how to read the Signs and Messages he shares from the Afterlife. His determination to

communicate from the Other Side keeps her focused on his new life, instead of how he

died.Chip&apos;s unforgettable visitations, creativity, and ability to leave gifts from the beyond, are

remarkable blueprints for proof of life in the Hereafter. Filled with loss, grief, and otherworldly love,

this true story will have you on the edge of your seat while you question the nature of life after

physical death."Death is not the end of who we are, my darlin&apos;." Chip said.Â "Love can never

die. The one Key to everything beautiful is love. Our love lives forever."
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"This story is riveting. I found it impossible to put down." ~Â Linda Moore, AuthorÂ Memories of

Magdalene"Wake Me Up!Â is an excellent story for those coping with the sudden unexpected loss

of a loved one. It goes beyond the stages of grieving and recognizes the ongoing existence of loved

ones in Spirit. The unfolding awareness that Lyn communicates is an example of how we can share

moments with loved ones who have passed on, while continuing to live our life to its fullest. This



book was an 'easy' read and Lyn's style of writing brings you into the story and touches your heart.

~Robert Sharpe, AuthorÂ Joy Potential: Where You'd Least Expect It"This is a really moving story

that touches on just how difficult it is when we lose a loved one. It shows just how strong love can

be. A real inspiring read that makes you think." ~Nikki Bywater,Â Books4U Reviewer"If someone

had handed meÂ Wake Me Up!Â shortly after my husband passed--I can't imagine what a

difference it would have made in my grief process." ~Margarett Gomez,Â Widow and Mother of

five."This is the first book I've read about the Afterlife where I truly felt validated--not only was it her

truth, it was my truth too." ~Lynda Matthews, AuthorÂ A Breath Away: Love, Loss, & The Afterlife

Other Books by this AuthorWE NEED TO TALKLiving With The

Afterlifefb/WeNeedToTalkBookSIGNS FROM THE AFTERLIFEIdentifying Gifts From The Other

Sidefb/SignsFromTheAfterlifeÂ BERC'S INNER VOICEAuthor, Lyn RaganIllustrator, Alison

Meyerfb/BercsInnerVoice

Lost s dear one recently and have been having experiences with him. This confirmation helps me to

stay present yet with him and keep moving forward.

In Wake Me Up! Lyn Ragan tells the story of the murder of her boyfriend by a coworker, and the

spirit messages she receives from him after his death. She first few chapters cover details of the

case and her initial struggle with grief; the later chapters are devoted to the messages she receives

from him. The book reads more like a romance novel between a living person and a ghost more

than a documentary, and at times became a bit redundant. A few of the signs that Lyn received I

found very dubious, even for a person who believes in communication with the dead. It is however

easy to read, and towards the end you won't miss any important details even if you speed read

through the book. If you're looking for a light read in the form of a romance novel with a supernatural

twist, you might find this book interesting.

"Wake Me Up! A True Love Story About Life After Death" is an absolute riveting read!! I couldn't turn

the pages fast enough to see what would come next! Lyn Ragan wrights in such an articulate and

detailed way. You can feel the bond of love that Lyn and Chip shared, and always will. I highly

recommend this book for anyone that has had a loved one transition to the other side. The story will

help you in knowing that your loved ones are in fact around, and that love never dies. Personally, I

know that I will be buying this book to help out many of my family and friends, that have suffered



from the loss of a loved one. Ragan's moving story exceeds a life lesson. Words cannot describe

the beauty behind and within the story. I am now left, anxiously awaiting her second book!

More importantly the story comes from an anybody like me or you that simply lost someone dear to

them. Someone who is not a medium or gifted psychic or seer. She gives many examples of signs

and messages that for those who believe it is just coincidence or that it just can't be to start

believing. For others like me who already believe and don't believe in coincidence and that

everything happens for a reason it is a conformation that even the subtlest signs can be related to

significant meanings or messages from those on the other side by her own personal experiences.

The best part for me is how exactly similar some of my same experiences have been.

I am glad i found this book. So much of her Life with Chip , was very much like my life with FiancÃ©

, whom I lost suddenly January 2017. A lot of things they said to each other and did with each other

, we did. I felt like this book was my fiancÃ© speaking to me from the other side ! Very comforting

and I finished it in a day and 1/2. I am hopeful to have the dreams Lyn has someday!

If you are curious about the spiritual world and question the existence of the afterlife then this book

for you. I couldn't put it down then as I got closer to the end, was disappointed because I was

almost finished reading this book. I loved it so much that I will be reading it again.

I thoroughly enjoyed this book. It was so well written. I was devastated when my mother passed

after her battle with heart disease and lung cancer. My world was shattered. I vividly remember her

first visit. My heart was racing, it felt so real, I was convinced my brothers had to have had the same

dream. I was shocked and confused when they told me they did not. I began to question my sanity

but then I got another visit in a dream. There was such an overwhelming feeling of peace as and

again felt so real. My mom made me a believer just like Chip does in this book. Love does not die. I

know my Mom is with me and I cherish all the little ways she finds to let me know she is near.If you

question the afterlife, this book is such a wonderful tool to help you see the little ways our loved

ones communicate with us.

I can see how hard this would be for someone who had not previously believed in life after death,

mediums, intuition/channeling, et al "the paranormal" - but it's all normal to me so her story was

revisiting some pretty basic stuff. Had I been unaware it would have been comforting and I would



have rated it higher. I give it a 3 for me, a 4 for the 'newbie' reader wanting to learn about this.
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